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Abstract
We examine how limited attention affects stock prices in today’s computer-driven markets.
Using multiple proxies of attention constraints and a dataset that identifies trades by highfrequency traders (HFTs) versus non-high-frequency traders, we find that price inefficiencies are
reduced by 65% to 100% when HFTs trade following low-attention earnings announcements:
Initial price responses are larger and post-earnings-announcement drift is reduced. Our results are
not driven by firm size or announcement time-of-day patterns. Instrumental variable analysis and
two event studies suggest that HFTs causally reduce low-attention effects. These results highlight
the changing role of limited attention in asset pricing.

JEL classification: G02, G10, G14, M40, M41
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1. Introduction
There is compelling empirical evidence that limited attention of financial market
participants can affect stock pricing. Hirshleifer, Lim, and Teoh (2009) posit that on days when
many firms announce their earnings, investors are distracted and pay less attention to individual
earnings announcements. They find that price responses to earnings surprises on such “busy days”
are less efficient than on days with fewer earnings announcements. DellaVigna and Pollet (2009)
document inefficient price responses to earnings surprises on Fridays, which they attribute to
investors being distracted by the upcoming weekend. 1 In this paper, we examine the extent to
which attention constraints affect stock price efficiency in a world where high-frequency trading
plays a large role.
The common motivation for the limited attention literature is that human decision-makers’
attention is a limited resource. But the direct participation of human decision-makers in trading
has been diminishing over time, as markets have witnessed a revolutionary shift in trading
technology. Order submissions and executions now occur in sub-second increments, speeds that
humans cannot even register, let alone react to. Technological advances have facilitated the
proliferation of high-frequency trading, a trading paradigm in which computers trade using
algorithms with pre-programmed logic. High-frequency traders (HFTs) play a large role in the
current trading landscape, with over 50% of all equity trades coming from HFTs (Brogaard,
Hendershott, and Riordan, 2014).
In contrast to human traders, HFTs should not suffer from attention constraints. The
growing HFT literature documents that high-frequency trading often leads to faster incorporation

1 Studies find that such predictable price inefficiency arising from inattention is exploited by market participants. For example,
Michaely, Rubin, and Vedrashko (2016) find that managers try to hide bad news by announcing it on Fridays, and they find that
Friday announcements have the largest post-earnings announcement drift.
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of information into prices (e.g., Brogaard et al., 2014), and some HFT algorithms parse textual
news such as earnings announcements from pre-processed news feeds (von Beschwitz, Keim, and
Massa, 2017). This suggests that in a world where HFTs play a large role in trading, price reactions
to low-attention earnings surprises may be more efficient than previously documented. By
facilitating faster incorporation of earnings news into prices, high-frequency trading may reduce
immediate under-reaction and therefore also reduce the opportunity for longer-term price drift.
Thus although HFTs do not typically hold positions overnight, their immediate impact on prices
could nonetheless reduce the scope for longer-horizon price inefficiencies. But increased
efficiency is not the only possible outcome. For example, if HFTs’ primary strategy is to trade
with non-HFTs, the withdrawal of inattentive non-HFTs may also reduce HFT participation and
leave price efficiency unchanged. In addition, psychology research suggests that the biases of the
humans who program HFT algorithms can manifest in their trades (Rosso, 2018). How asset
pricing is affected by limited attention in modern markets is therefore an open question.
We focus on corporate earnings announcements as events that have been found to attract
varying levels of investor attention in prior studies. Since it is not possible to directly measure how
much attention investors pay to an announcement, researchers have developed proxies to indirectly
measure attention based on trading volume, event characteristics, or investor actions. Studies using
volume-based attention metrics (e.g., Corwin and Coughenour, 2008) reason that higher trading
volume indicates greater attention and, conversely, lower volume indicates binding attention
constraints. This interpretation implicitly assumes that all trading originates from human decisionmakers. But since trading volume in today’s markets arises from HFTs (which trade based on preprogrammed algorithms that are not subject to attention constraints) as well as human decisionmakers, volume-based attention proxies may be misleading.
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We therefore employ attention proxies that are based on event characteristics or investor
actions. Specifically, we use the following non-volume proxies to identify low-attention earnings
announcements: (1) days on which there are multiple announcements, as in Hirshleifer et al.
(2009); (2) announcements after which analysts are slow to incorporate earnings news into their
forecasts, similar to DeHaan, Shevlin, and Thornock (2015); (3) Friday announcements, as in
DellaVigna and Pollet (2009); (4) announcements that are accompanied by many non-earningsrelated news stories, which are potentially distracting (Miller, 2002); and (5) announcements that
are made on days with lower download volume of financial reports from the Securities and
Exchange Commission’s (SEC’s) Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval (EDGAR)
facility, similar to DeHaan et al. (2015). Because these proxies capture different aspects of the
underlying attention phenomenon, we also construct an aggregate attention measure that defines
events as low-attention if they are classified as such by many of the individual proxies.
Using these attention proxies and a database that identifies the counterparties to each trade
as HFTs or non-HFTs, we first examine whether price efficiency differs for low-attention earnings
announcements with versus without high-frequency trading in our baseline OLS regressions. We
find that in the presence of HFTs, both short-term and long-term price efficiency are higher using
our aggregate attention proxy as well as several individual proxies. For example, while earnings
announcements that occur on days with many announcements generally have short-term
cumulative abnormal returns that are significantly less responsive to earnings surprises, the effect
is reduced by 65% when HFTs are active in trading. For the longer horizon, PEAD following lowattention earnings announcements is significantly lower when HFTs participate, with PEAD
completely eliminated for low-attention announcements under some proxies.
In addition to controlling for firm size in our regressions, we test small, medium, and large
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stocks separately to verify that our results are not driven by HFTs’ preference for large stocks,
which typically have less attention-based inefficiency. Notably, we find that attention effects are
more prominent in small stocks and that HFTs alleviate attention-based inefficiencies more in
these stocks. We also investigate the possible effects of announcement timing, since HFTs are
known to trade mostly during regular market hours and most earnings announcements occur before
market open or after market close. In fact, HFTs trade on 78% of the earnings announcements
before market open and 76% of the announcements after market close in our sample, and we find
that our results are not driven by earnings announcement timing.
An important challenge for our study is establishing causality. Since HFTs endogenously
choose on which announcements to trade, our main findings could reflect either HFTs reducing
price inefficiencies through their trading or HFTs choosing to trade on earnings announcements
with greater price efficiency. We use lagged log stock price as an instrument to address this
endogeneity concern (as in Weller, 2018). All else equal, HFTs generally trade more in higherpriced stocks. The reason is likely related to the minimum tick size imposed by the SEC, which
causes relative tick size to vary with stock price. For example, the one-cent minimum tick size
translates to 20 basis points for a $5 stock versus 2 basis points for a $50 stock. With a larger
relative tick size, traders do not need to update their orders as often, as the underlying true value
of the stock can vary more without requiring adjustments (Lee and Watts, 2018). A smaller relative
tick size favors HFTs over humans, as HFTs are better able to continuously update their own limit
orders and monitor the limit order book to pick off stale quotes. Thus HFTs enjoy a greater
advantage over human traders in higher-priced stocks, creating a positive correlation between
stock price and HFT participation. Regarding the exclusion restriction, conditional on other
controls including market capitalization, trading volume, and stock liquidity, differences between
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high-priced stocks and low-priced stocks are unlikely to affect stock price efficiency following
earnings announcements.
With lagged log stock price as our instrument, we use the three-stage instrumental variable
(IV) procedure of Adams, Almeida, and Ferreira (2009) to estimate how HFTs affect price
efficiency following low-attention earnings announcements with high earnings surprises. The IV
results suggest that HFTs causally reduce the price inefficiencies previously documented for lowattention announcements.
We augment the IV evidence on the causal role of HFTs in reducing low-attention effects
by examining two events that create shocks to high-frequency trading. In our first event study, we
examine the SEC’s 2011 enforcement of a ban on Direct Market Access (DMA), which previously
allowed the fastest traders to connect directly to exchange servers. The DMA ban was a negative
shock to HFTs (Chakrabarty, Jain, Shkilko, and Sokolov, 2018). We find that price efficiency
around low-attention earnings announcements is significantly lower after the DMA ban for stocks
that are more likely to have HFTs trading. In our second event study we examine the Autoquote
introduction in 2003, which was a positive shock to algorithmic trading (of which high-frequency
trading is a subset). We find that price efficiency around low-attention announcements is
significantly higher after Autoquote is introduced. The results of both event studies, one that
impeded and another that facilitated high-frequency trading, are consistent with HFTs having a
causal effect on price efficiency around low-attention earnings announcements.
Finally, we investigate whether HFT liquidity demand or supply, or both, lead to the price
efficiency improvements around low-attention earnings surprises. Both HFT liquidity demand and
supply generally account for a larger fraction of total trading on low-attention announcement days,
and further investigation using our IV framework reveals that the price efficiency improvements
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are related to both HFT liquidity demand and supply. Thus it appears that the documented
improvements in price efficiency arise from both HFTs themselves incorporating earnings
information into prices through their liquidity demand and HFTs supplying liquidity to other
traders who want to trade on the earnings information.
These findings make several contributions to the literature. First, to the best of our
knowledge this study is the first to examine how the interplay between high-frequency trading and
limited investor attention affects asset pricing. We find that the limited attention effects found by
prior studies (conducted before HFTs gained prominence) are diminished in the presence of HFTs.
We do not claim that limited attention no longer plays any role in financial markets, but with nonhuman traders accounting for a significant proportion of trading, it is important to investigate
whether their involvement reduces anomalies linked to limited attention. Our finding that these
anomalies are attenuated in an environment with non-human decision-makers (HFTs) also
implicitly supports the original attribution of these mispricings to human attention constraints.
Second, this work is related to recent papers that study changes in the profitability of
anomalies over time (e.g., Chordia, Subrahmanyam, and Tong, 2014; McLean and Pontiff, 2016).
Our study contributes to this literature by showing how the rise of the machines (HFTs), which is
both facilitated by and contributes to enhanced liquidity and trading activity, may reduce humanattention-based anomalies.
Third, our study contributes to the literature on high-frequency trading and price efficiency.
Our finding that HFTs play a beneficial role in making prices more efficient following lowattention earnings announcements complements the existing literature on high-frequency trading,
which catalogs several ways in which HFTs can lead to better market quality in the very short
term. We show that the short-horizon trading strategies of HFTs can have implications for much
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longer-term price efficiency by reducing limited-attention effects. In one of the first papers
focusing on HFTs in longer time frames, Weller (2018) finds that since the rise of HFTs, less
information leaks into prices in the days before earnings announcements. Our paper complements
Weller (2018) by showing that information is incorporated more quickly after low-attention
earnings announcements. In complementary contemporaneous work, Bhattacharya, Chakrabarty,
and Wang (2018) and Chordia and Miao (2018) show that high-frequency trading leads to more
efficient incorporation of earnings surprises into stock prices in general, although neither examines
the impact of low attention, which is the focus of our paper.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses limited attention
in financial markets and high-frequency trading. Section 3 describes the sample, data, and attention
measures. Section 4 presents OLS tests of price efficiency and HFT participation around lowattention earnings announcements and examines alternative explanations. Section 5 assesses
causality through IV analyses and two event studies. Section 6 investigates the role of HFTs’
liquidity demand and supply in price efficiency. Section 7 presents robustness checks, and Section
8 concludes. The appendix defines all variables.
2. Background on limited attention and high-frequency trading
In this section we briefly review the academic evidence to date on the role of human
attention constraints in markets and the institutional background on high-frequency trading.
2.1. Investor attention in financial markets
Limited attention is a human attribute, and historically the primary decision-makers in
financial markets have been human traders, including institutional portfolio managers, individual
(retail) investors, and human market makers such as specialists. A large body of research
documents the effects of attention as a scarce cognitive resource in economic decisions and
7

outcomes (Kahneman, 1973). For example, Peng and Xiong (2006) show that limited attention
leads investors to process more market- and sector-wide information than firm-specific
information. Consistent with the predictions of Peng and Xiong (2006), Chen, Jiang, and Zhu
(2018) show that investors allocate more attention to macroeconomic news and Kottimukkalur
(2018) finds evidence of slower price responses to earnings surprises on days with large market
moves. Bali, Peng, Shen, and Tang (2014) find that limited investor attention drives long-term
return predictability following liquidity shocks. Such under-reaction has asset pricing
consequences and leads to predictable price patterns, including reduced speed of price adjustment
(Peng, 2005) and under-reaction to earnings announcements (Hirshleifer et al., 2009).
The delay in processing, or under-reaction to, information as a result of limited attention is
especially prominent when there are attention-grabbing events or when multiple stimuli demand
attention. For example, investors more frequently trade stocks that come to their attention due to
news announcements (Barber and Odean, 2008). Similarly, stocks with earnings announcements
generally attract more attention. Several studies examine the impact of limited attention around
earnings announcements. Hirshleifer et al. (2009) examine days with multiple announcements and
find that the immediate stock price and volume reactions to a firm’s earnings surprise is weaker,
and PEAD is stronger, when a greater number of earnings announcements by other firms are made
on the same day. Chakrabarty and Moulton (2012) find that market makers’ limited attention
reduces liquidity for stocks when other stocks covered by the same market maker have earnings
announcements. Boulatov, Hatch, Johnson, and Lei (2009) show that dealer attention determines
how quickly they adjust quotes, which determines how much they lose to informed traders.
DeHaan et al. (2015) find that managers try to take advantage of predictable variations in
attention by releasing bad news in periods of low attention. The issue of strategically timing news
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to exploit expected patterns of attention constraints is also explored by DellaVigna and Pollet
(2009), who find that Friday earnings announcements have a lower immediate stock price response
and a higher delayed response to earnings surprises than non-Friday announcements. Michaely et
al. (2016) find that worse earnings news tends to be released on Fridays and after regular trading
hours. In contrast, DeHaan et al. (2015) find that attention to earnings announcements is no lower
on Fridays than on other days of the week. While DeHaan et al. (2015) do not explore the reasons
for this reversal of the previously documented Friday inattention phenomenon, they mention the
possibility that the trading technology of modern markets may be at least partly responsible (see
their footnote 4).
2.2. High-frequency trading
Rapid, computerized trading began after the SEC adopted Regulation ATS (covering
automated trading systems) in 1998, and it has grown dramatically to become a dominant player
in today’s markets. 2 There are two types of computerized (or algorithmic) trading: agency
algorithms, which are used to implement long-term position changes at low cost, and proprietary
algorithms, which are used to generate short-term trading profits and are generally referred to as
high-frequency trading (Menkveld, 2014). Both types of computerized trading use high-speed
algorithms together with co-location services and individual data feeds offered by exchanges and
vendors to minimize network and other latencies. High-frequency trading is additionally
characterized by short timeframes for establishing and liquidating positions and ending the trading
day in as close to a flat position as possible.
The growth of high-frequency trading has attracted increasing focus from regulators, the
media, and academic researchers. In one of the first academic studies to examine the impact of
Rosenblatt Securities estimates that HFTs accounted for a trading volume of about 3.25 billion shares per day in 2009 and that
about 67% of all domestic stock trades between 2008 and 2011 were executed by HFTs (Philips, 2013).
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computerized trading on market quality, Hendershott, Jones, and Menkveld (2011) find that
algorithmic trading improves several measures of market quality, reducing spreads, reducing
adverse selection, and enhancing the informativeness of quotes. Brogaard et al. (2014) find that
HFTs improve price discovery over very short timeframes in U.S. equities. In contemporaneous
work to ours, Bhattacharya et al. (2018) and Chordia and Miao (2018) find that low-latency traders
(including HFTs) affect longer-term price efficiency even though they do not hold positions longterm. Both studies find that low-latency trading leads to faster information incorporation into
prices, but neither examines limited attention as the channel through which this result transpires.
In contrast to these positive effects, some recent studies suggest that HFT activity may not
be an unmitigated blessing. In examining the Flash Crash of May 2010, Kirilenko, Kyle, Samadi,
and Tuzun (2017) find that although HFTs did not trigger the crash, they exacerbated price
movements that day. Biais, Foucault, and Moinas (2015) build a theoretical model which shows
that high levels of HFT activity can generate market exclusion for slower traders and create
negative externalities. In sum, the net effect of HFTs on markets is yet to be established. Amidst
this ongoing debate on the impact of HFTs, this study focuses on an unexplored issue: whether the
effects of limited attention on price efficiency following earnings announcements have changed
with the rise of high-frequency trading.
3. Sample, data, and measures
In this section we discuss our sample and the construction of our attention proxies. All
variable definitions, calculations, and data sources are detailed in the appendix.
3.1. Sample construction
Our data on HFT and non-HFT activity are obtained from a dataset provided by Nasdaq. 3

3

This dataset has been used in other studies, e.g., Brogaard et al. (2014), and is provided under a non-disclosure agreement.
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This dataset, which we call the HFT dataset, includes 120 stocks listed on the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) and Nasdaq, selected through a stratified random sampling procedure to reflect
the dispersion in market capitalization of the universe of firms listed on NYSE and Nasdaq. The
dataset includes all trades in these 120 stocks that occur on Nasdaq in 2008 and 2009.
IBES and Compustat are the two most widely used databases to identify earnings
announcement dates. We begin with the HFT sample of 120 stocks, identify their earnings
announcements dates from IBES, and match these announcements in Compustat. This gives us
960 announcements, 937 (98%) of which have the same date in both databases. We delete two
announcements where the dates in the two databases are more than 30 days apart. For the
remaining 21 unmatched announcements, we verify the correct announcement date manually by
examining company press releases and newswire reports. This gives us a sample of 958 earnings
announcements (937 initially matched plus 21 verified by news sources).
Recent work by DeHaan et al. (2015) suggests that mixed results in the earnings literature
may be attributable to challenges in identifying the precise time of announcements. Bradley,
Clarke, Lee, and Ornthanalai (2014) find that IBES timestamps are not always accurate. Since our
study relies on announcement times in addition to their dates, we use two additional sources to
verify the announcement times: Wall Street Horizon (WSH), which provides institutional traders
with corporate event data, and Factiva, a leading source of business newswires. 4 Of the 958
announcements in our sample, 781 (82%) have the same date and time in WSH and
IBES/Compustat. There are nine earnings announcements that are either not covered by WSH or
have different dates in WSH and IBES/Compustat. We verify the date for these announcements
using Factiva. For another 168 announcements, the dates match in WSH and IBES/Compustat but

4

The Wall Street Horizon data are provided under a non-disclosure agreement.
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the reported times differ by one minute or more. For these cases we use Factiva to verify the
announcement time. For 130 of these announcements Factiva agrees with the WSH or
IBES/Compustat time, and we use that time. For the remaining 38 announcements, we use the
earliest timestamp among Factiva, WSH, and IBES/Compustat as the announcement time. We thus
arrive at timestamps for all 958 of the earnings announcements in the sample as filtered so far.
We impose the following additional filters to arrive at our final sample: (i) exclude one
announcement made on a non-trading day; (ii) exclude two announcements with no trading in the
HFT dataset; (iii) exclude four stocks with no trading after announcement time on any of their
earnings announcement dates; (iv) exclude 13 stocks that have no high-frequency trading after
announcement time on any of their announcement dates; (v) exclude 75 announcements with no
trades after their announcement time. After imposing these filters, we are left with 103 stocks and
745 earnings announcements. These 103 stocks have over 542 million trades, for a total volume
exceeding 105 billion shares and a dollar volume of about $3.9 trillion in 2008-2009.
3.2. HFT dataset
The HFT dataset provides information about all trades in the sample stocks that occur on
Nasdaq in 2008 and 2009. Each trade is the result of the interaction between two counterparties,
one of which demands liquidity (a marketable order that immediately takes liquidity from the
opposite side of the order book) and the other which supplies liquidity (the limit order that is sitting
in the order book). Nasdaq identifies the liquidity demander and supplier in each trade as a highfrequency trader or non-high-frequency trader and assigns the HFT and non-HFT identifiers based
on its information about the identity of each trader (which is not publicly disseminated), their
trading styles, and their website descriptions. The dataset also includes the ticker symbol, date,
time, price, share volume, and buy/sell indicator for each trade. The direct identification of HFTs
12

in this dataset make it highly suitable for this study, but an important limitation is that the dataset
contains only trades on Nasdaq, so we do not have a complete picture of HFT activity on all
exchanges. However, Nasdaq is the largest single pool of liquidity in which to trade US listed
equities during our sample period. 5
Panel A of Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for our sample stocks. The cross-sectional
statistics show that the stocks are diverse; this is by design, as the sample stocks are evenly spread
across small, medium, and large market capitalizations. Over the two-year sample period, nearly
all of the stocks have eight earnings announcements (mean number of announcements is 7.98
overall, with similar numbers in each size subsample). HFTs represent 28.8% of trading volume
on average, with notably higher participation rates in large stocks than in smaller stocks. 6 Between
announcement time and the end of the day (8:00 pm), HFTs trade on 88.7% of the earnings
announcements in our sample overall and 97.2% of large stock announcements. HFTs trade less
often on the earnings announcements of small and medium-size stocks (86.4% and 78.9%,
respectively). The variation in HFT participation in smaller stocks is important for our study
because prior literature has found that limited attention matters most for small stocks.
[Table 1 here]
3.3. Attention proxies
To identify low-attention earnings announcements we employ five non-volume-based
proxies derived from the prior literature. We note that these five proxies are not necessarily
independent of each other, but rather are related measures designed to capture the underlying

See http://ir.nasdaq.com/news-releases/news-release-details/nasdaq-omx-announces-fourth-quarter-2008-results.
Because of market clearing, HFT and non-HFT trading in each category sum to 100%, so non-HFT trading percentages are
simply 100% minus HFT trading percentages.

5
6
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phenomenon of low investor attention. We examine their correlation at the end of this section. 7
Our first proxy for low-attention earnings announcements is those that occur on the same
day that many other earnings announcements are released, dubbed “busy” days. Hirshleifer et al.
(2009) find that investors tend to underreact to earnings announcements released on a busy day.
We define Busy Day announcements as those with an above-quarterly-median number of other
earnings announcements released on the same day. For example, if the median number of other
earnings announcements for sample announcements is 200 in the first quarter of 2008, all earnings
announcements in that quarter that occur on days with more than 200 other announcements are
designated as low-attention under the Busy Day measure.
Our second proxy for low-attention earnings announcements is those with slow analyst
speed, similar to DeHaan et al. (2015). Analyst speed is the speed (inverse of day count) with
which analysts incorporate earnings news into their forecasts. We collect from IBES all analyst
forecast updates within 20 days of a firm’s earnings announcement. We then calculate the number
of weekdays between the earnings announcement and each analyst forecast update (j), take the
average, and calculate the analyst speed as:
1 𝐽𝐽
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = −1 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 � � �1 + 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗 �� .
𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗=1

(1)

Slow Analyst Speed announcements are those with below-quarterly-median Analyst Speed.
Our third proxy for low-attention earnings announcements is those that occur on a Friday,
when traders may be distracted by the upcoming weekend (DellaVigna and Pollet, 2009).
Our fourth low-attention proxy is a measure of news distraction. We posit that just as

We do not use post-close timing as a proxy for low attention because Jiang, Likitapiwat, and McInish (2012) find that
announcements made after hours have more efficient price reactions. We do not use Google search volume as an attention proxy
because it can be calculated for only about 56% of our sample stocks (as in Da, Engelberg, and Gao, 2011) due to (a) filtering out
tickers that are also common words (e.g., GAS), and (b) sparse search volume. The subsample of 58 stocks for which the low
Google search proxy can be calculated is too small to yield significant results (results available on request).
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investors may be distracted when many different firms announce earnings on the same day
(Hirshleifer et al., 2009), investors may also be distracted from a firm’s earnings announcement
when there are many non-earnings-related stories about the same firm on the same day as the
earnings announcement. Firms may recognize this potential distraction: Miller (2002) finds that
firms strategically release other discretionary disclosures with their earnings news. From Dow
Jones Newswires (via Factiva), we hand-collect the number of news stories for each firm on each
of its earnings announcement days, and within those we count the number of stories that are
specifically about the firm’s earnings announcement. We define Distracting News as ln(All
Stories+1) – ln(Earnings Stories+1) and define High News Distraction announcements as those
that occur on days with above-quarterly-median levels of Distracting News.
Our fifth proxy for low-attention earnings announcements is based on the number of
downloads of financial filings from the SEC’s EDGAR online system, which hosts public
companies’ financial filings. 8 DeHaan et al. (2015) find that abnormal EDGAR download volume
is a good proxy for investor attention. Similar to DeHaan et al. (2015), we compute abnormal
EDGAR download volume as follows:
1
5

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡 ) − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙( ∑5𝑤𝑤=1 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑤𝑤 ) ,

(2)

where the first term is the natural log of EDGAR download volume on the day of interest, and the
second term is the natural log of the average EDGAR download volume for the same weekday in
the prior five weeks. We define Low EDGAR announcements as those with below-quarterlymedian EDGAR downloads.
Panel B of Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the sample of earnings announcements
and our five attention proxies. Of the 745 earnings announcements in our sample, 60 (8%) occur

8

The EDGAR download data are analyzed in Drake, Roulstone, and Thornock (2015); we thank the authors for these data.
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on Fridays, similar to the 7.6% in DeHaan et al.’s (2015) sample from 2000 to 2011. On average
there are about 233 other earnings announcements on the day that one of our sample earnings
announcements occurs. 9 The average time between an earnings announcement and the average
analyst forecast update is 2.6 trading days. The resulting analyst speed measure has a mean of
-0.88 with a standard deviation of 0.39. 10 For comparison, DeHaan et al. (2015) report mean
analyst speed of -0.96 and standard deviation of 0.54 for their sample. The average earnings
announcement has 1.95 non-earnings news stories on its announcement day. On average 137
financial filings are downloaded from the EDGAR database per earnings announcement day.
We do not expect the five attention proxies to be independent of each other, as they are all
related to the same underlying phenomenon of investor attention; to some extent they may also
capture the richness of the information environment surrounding an announcement. A natural
question is whether the attention proxies all identify the same earnings announcements as lowattention events. Table 2 displays the pairwise correlations between announcements identified as
low-attention by the five attention proxies.
[Table 2 here]
While several of the pairwise correlations are significant, most are below 10%, suggesting
that the five proxies for low attention capture different aspects of attention. For example, lowattention announcements under the Busy Day measure are uncorrelated with those identified under
the Slow Analyst Speed measure (correlation of -0.003, p-value of 0.932), showing that slow
analyst updates are not merely due to a heavy load of announcements all being released on the

The table reports the mean and median number of other earnings announcements across announcements in our sample. In our
sample period, the mean and median number of earnings announcements per day are 166 and 125 for our sample of 745 earnings
announcements, and 113 and 54 for all firms in the Compustat universe, comparable to 121 and 71 reported in Hirshleifer et al.
(2009) Table I Panel A.
10 Because the analyst speed measure is a nonlinear (logarithmic) transformation of the number of days, it is not possible to
convert directly between the mean number of days and mean analyst speed, so we report both in the table.
9
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same day. The negative correlation between the Friday and Busy Day proxies is not surprising,
given the small number of Friday announcements.
To capture these different aspects of attention jointly, we construct an Aggregate lowattention proxy using our five attention metrics, as follows. First, we calculate how many of the
five proxies identify each earnings announcement as low-attention (so each announcement has an
Aggregate score that can range from zero to five, with a score of five meaning that the
announcement is labeled low-attention according to all five proxies). Second, within each quarter,
we designate all of the announcements that have an Aggregate score above the quarterly median
as low-attention announcements. For example, General Electric’s earnings announcement on April
11, 2008, is categorized as low-attention by the Slow Analyst Speed, Friday, and High News
Distraction proxies, giving it an Aggregate score of three. Since this is above the median Aggregate
score of two in the second quarter of 2008, the April 11, 2008, General Electric announcement is
marked as low-attention under the Aggregate measure.
4. High-frequency trading and price efficiency: OLS estimates
We are interested in whether high-frequency trading improves price efficiency around lowattention earnings announcements. As a first step, we test whether high-frequency trading is
correlated with price efficiency on low-attention earnings announcements with earnings surprises.
We then examine the results by stock size and by time of day to see whether either of these
dimensions explains the findings. In Section 5 we investigate causality through an IV approach
and two event studies.
4.1. Full-sample estimates
We begin with the Aggregate measure of low attention and then test each attention measure
separately with the exception of the Friday low-attention proxy. We are unable to test the Friday
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proxy separately because HFTs trade on all but two of the Friday earnings announcements,
providing too little variation to examine. Note, however, that the Friday proxy is included in the
Aggregate measure of low attention. We run regressions of the following form:
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡+𝑗𝑗,𝑡𝑡+𝑘𝑘 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽3 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

+ 𝛽𝛽4 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽5 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽6 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
+ 𝛽𝛽7 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
𝐽𝐽

𝐽𝐽

𝑗𝑗=1

𝑗𝑗=1

+ � 𝛾𝛾𝑗𝑗 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗,𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + � 𝛿𝛿𝑗𝑗 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗,𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ,

(3)

where CARi,t+j,t+k is the cumulative abnormal return for stock i from earnings announcement day
t+j to day t+k; 11 LowAttni,t is equal to one if the earnings announcement falls into the low-attention
category under the proxy being used, else zero; HighUEi,t is equal to one if the announcement has
above-median unexpected earnings, else zero. 12 Unexpected earnings is computed as (Earnings –
Analyst consensus forecast) / Price, as in DeHaan et al. (2015) 13, DellaVigna and Pollet (2009),
and Hirshleifer et al. (2009). HFTi,t is equal to one if there is trading by HFTs following the
earnings announcement on day t, else zero. 14 We use an indicator variable rather than the
percentage of high-frequency trading because HFTs endogenously choose how much to trade on
a given announcement (Biais, Foucault, and Moinas, 2015). We include the remainder of the day
in our HFT measure because we are interested in price efficiency on the announcement day, which
should be affected by all trading on the announcement day (alternative intraday measures are

CAR is defined as the excess return over the corresponding period Fama-French size and book-to-market six portfolio valueweighted benchmark return, as in Livnat and Mendenhall (2006).
12 The HFT dataset of 120 stocks for two years limits the number of earnings announcements in our sample and precludes using
the finer quantile distinctions of earlier studies, which had the benefit of larger samples. For example, DellaVigna and Pollet
(2009) use decile indicators for unexpected earnings. Since our sample is too small to use deciles, we use an above/below median
split. To ensure the robustness of our results, we examine other earnings surprise definitions in Section 7.
13As in DeHaan et al. (2015), forecasts released more than 100 days before earnings announcements are deleted.
14 For example, if stock i has an earnings announcement at 10:00 am on day t, the variable HFT is equal to one if stock i has any
i,t
trades involving HFT between 10:00 am and 8:00 pm on day t, else zero. Using a fixed two-hour period after the announcement
or a cut-off for HFTs representing at least 5% of volume yields identical inference; see robustness checks in Section 7.
11
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considered in section 4.2). Controlj,i,t includes market capitalization and earnings surprise volatility
over the prior four years (both as in DellaVigna and Pollet, 2009), as well as firm-size indicator
variables (to capture potential non-linear relations), percentage bid-ask spread, and the number of
analysts covering the stock. We include month and year indicators to control for differences in
return sensitivity across quarters and within a quarter. All controls are interacted with HighUEi,t,
and standard errors are clustered by announcement day to control for correlation of returns on the
same day, as in DellaVigna and Pollet (2009).
The main estimate of interest is the coefficient on the three-way interacted term
LowAttni,t*HighUEi,t*HFTi,t. This coefficient captures the marginal response of the cumulative
abnormal return to high unexpected earnings in low-attention earnings announcements when HFTs
are trading. If short-term cumulative abnormal returns are more responsive to unexpected earnings
on low-attention announcements with HFTs trading, we should see a positive coefficient on the
three-way interacted term. In contrast, the coefficient on LowAttni,t*HighUEi,t captures the classic
low-attention effect. If short-term cumulative abnormal returns are less responsive to unexpected
earnings on low-attention announcements, we should see a negative coefficient on this two-way
interaction term. For brevity, in Table 3 we report only the two key coefficients from the
regression: the classic attention effect and the attention effect for stocks with HFT trading, both
from the regressions described in Equation (3). The number of observations varies across
specifications based on the availability of the attention measures.
[Table 3 here]
Panel A presents the results for short-term price efficiency, using the two-day period from
earnings announcement day t to day t+1. Using the Aggregate attention proxy, in the first column,
the coefficient estimate for the triple interaction term LowAttn*HighUE*HFT is positive (0.158)
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and significant (p-value of 0.001), indicating that earnings announcements identified as lowattention by the aggregate metric have greater short-term stock price response to earnings surprises
when they have high-frequency trading. The negative marginal effect of low attention without
HFT (the coefficient of -0.148 on LowAttn*HighUE) is consistent with the findings in the previous
literature that earnings surprises during low-attention times garner lower short-term stock price
responses, as distracted investors under-react to earnings surprises. The remaining columns show
that the effect of low attention on earnings announcements is generally attenuated when HFTs are
trading, with less under-reaction than occurs on low-attention announcements without HFTs. The
effect is statistically significant for the Aggregate, Busy Day, Slow Analyst Speed, and Low
EDGAR attention proxies, with the reductions ranging from 65% for the Busy Day proxy (dividing
the marginal HFT effect, LowAttn*HighUE*HFT, by the classic attention effect without HFTs,
LowAttn*HighUE, or 0.061/-0.094 = -65%) to over 100% for the Aggregate proxy. Results for the
High News Distraction proxy are insignificant.
The results in Panel A suggest that the inefficiency in short-term price responses to
unexpected earnings in low-attention announcements is tempered when HFTs participate in
trading. We would expect that the greater efficiency of short-term price responses leaves less scope
for a longer-term price drift after low-attention earnings announcements with greater HFT
participation, which we test next.
Panel B of Table 3 presents the results for long-term price efficiency, measuring the
cumulative abnormal return from earnings announcement day t+2 to day t+45. For earnings
announcements categorized as low attention under the Aggregate measure, the coefficient estimate
on our main variable of interest, the triple interaction term of LowAttn*HighUE*HFT, is negative
and significant (coefficient of -0.200 with a p-value of <0.001). This indicates that earnings
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announcements identified as low-attention by the aggregate metric have lower PEAD following
earnings surprises that have high-frequency trading, offsetting the classic attention effect captured
by the double-interaction term LowAttn*HighUE, which is positive and significant (coefficient of
0.208 with a p-value of <.001). The remaining columns show that the effect of low attention on
PEAD is generally attenuated following earnings announcements with high earnings surprises that
are traded by HFTs. The reductions range from 88% for the Low EDGAR proxy to more than
100% for Slow Analyst Speed. Overall, these PEAD results combined with the short-term price
reaction results suggest that both the immediate price under-reaction to earnings surprises and
PEAD are smaller when HFTs are involved in trading on low-attention earnings announcements.
4.2. Alternative explanations
A natural question is whether firms that have earning announcements with low attention,
high earnings surprises, and high-frequency trading differ in important ways from other sample
firms. We find no statistically significant differences between the descriptive statistics for the
subsets of firms that have earnings announcements with low attention and high earnings surprises
versus firms with low attention, high earnings surprises, and high-frequency trading, suggesting
that our results are not driven by a narrow subset of stocks with unique characteristics (see internet
appendix). Furthermore, we note that the firms identified as having earnings announcements in the
low attention, high earnings surprise, and high-frequency trading category generally have only two
to three of their eight earnings announcements so identified (depending on the attention proxy),
indicating that our results are not driven purely by cross-sectional differences among stocks. If all
of the earnings announcements for each stock were either in or out of the category, the average
number of earning announcements would be near eight for stocks in the category.
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4.2.1. HFTs and stock size
Although we control for firm size in all regressions, that may not fully eliminate the
influence of HFTs’ preference for trading large stocks, which are known to have greater price
efficiency (Hirshleifer et al., 2009). To address this concern, we test the stocks in the small,
medium, and large subsets of our sample separately using the Aggregate attention proxy. Table 4
presents the results. 15
[Table 4 here]
Panel A presents the short-term price efficiency results (days t to t+1 relative to the
earnings announcement). The coefficient on LowAttn*HighUE, the classic attention effect, is
significant for small and medium firms (first and second columns) but not for large firms (third
column), consistent with Hirshleifer et al.’s (2009) finding that attention effects are stronger for
smaller firms. Notably, the marginal effect when HFTs participate, captured by the tripleinteraction term LowAttn*HighUE*HFT, is significant for small and medium firms, suggesting
that our results are not driven by large firms.
In Panel B we repeat the subsample analyses for post-earnings-announcement drift (days
t+2 to t+45 after the earnings announcement). We find that PEAD is higher for stocks with low
attention on earnings surprises only among the small firms (significant positive coefficient on
LowAttn*HighUE for small firms in the first column, not for medium and large firms in the second
and third columns) and that the marginal impact when HFTs participate reverses the PEAD among
small firms. Thus the subsample analyses indicate that our results are not driven by HFTs’
preference for large stocks.

15 The number of observations in the subsamples differs based on the data availability for the control variables and individual
proxies used to calculate the aggregate proxy.
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4.2.2. HFTs and earnings announcement time
We next test whether our results are driven by the intraday timing of earnings
announcements and HFT activity. The vast majority of earnings announcements in our sample are
released outside of regular market hours (i.e., before 9:30 am or after 4:00 pm), which are times
when HFTs are generally less active. Thus a reasonable concern is that with our HFT variable
capturing whether HFTs trade at any time during the remainder of the day, all earnings
announcements before market open may have an HFT indicator equal to one, and all earnings
announcements after market close may have an HFT indicator equal to zero. If this were the case,
our main results above could simply mean that short-term and long-term price efficiency are higher
for announcements made before market open than for those made after market close, rather than
capturing the interaction of HFTs and attention effects that we are interested in.
To investigate this concern, we first examine the distributions of earnings announcements
and HFT activity across the three intraday periods covered by the HFT dataset: before market open
(BMO, 7:00 – 9:30 am), regular market hours (RMH, 9:30 am – 4:00 pm), and after market close
(AMC, 4:00 – 8:00 pm). Table 5 summarizes the distribution, further breaking down the earnings
announcements by whether there was HFT trading after the announcement during its intraday
period. There is sample attrition in these tests because we include only earnings announcements
for which there is trading within the intraday period of their release (rather than in the remainder
of the day).
[Table 5 here]
Table 5 shows that HFTs often do trade stocks with earnings announcements in the BMO
and AMC periods, contrary to HFTs’ general reputation of not trading outside regular market
hours. HFTs trade within the BMO period following 78% of BMO earnings announcements and
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within the AMC period following 76% of AMC earnings announcements.
To further investigate whether our results are driven by the contrast between HFT trading
on earnings announcements made before market open versus after market close, we repeat our
main tests using an intraday period approach. For these tests, we include only earnings
announcements that have at least one trade within the intraday period when they are announced,
and we define HFT as equal to one if there is any high-frequency trading after the earnings
announcements and before the end of the intraday period, else zero. 16 For example, an earnings
announcement that occurs at 8:30 am would have the HFT variable equal to one only if there is
high-frequency trading in the stock between 8:30 am and 9:30 am. These tests suffer from potential
power issues, as the requirement of trading within specific periods drops our sample size from 566
(Table 3, Aggregate column) to 485 earnings announcements. Table 6 presents the results.
[Table 6 here]
The first column of Panel A shows that using the intraday period definition of HFT trading
following an earnings announcement, the inefficiency in short-term price responses to unexpected
earnings surprises is tempered when HFTs participate in trading, consistent with our findings in
Table 3 (which uses the remainder-of-the-day HFT definition). The second and third columns
show that the effect is driven most strongly by earnings announcements that occur after the market
close. Similarly, Panel B shows that PEAD is smaller for low-attention earnings announcements
that occur after market close when HFTs are trading.
Taken together, Tables 5 and 6 provide evidence that the patterns we document in our main
tests are not driven by the coincidence of most earnings being announced outside regular trading
hours and HFTs trading more during regular trading hours. We find that HFTs trade following

The latest BMO earnings announcement in our sample is at 9:13 am, and the latest AMC earnings announcement is at 7:14 pm,
both of which leave ample time for HFTs to trade before the end of the intraday period (9:30 am and 8:00 pm, respectively).
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most BMO and AMC earnings announcements and their intraday period trading is associated with
lower attention effects.
5. High-frequency trading and price efficiency: IV estimates and event studies
So far we have shown that when HFTs trade following low-attention earnings
announcements, the previously documented low-attention-related price inefficiencies are smaller.
But that analysis does not establish causality, since HFTs endogenously decide whether to trade
on any given earnings announcement. Thus while it may be the case that HFTs reduce
inefficiencies through their trading, it is also possible that HFTs simply choose to trade on earnings
announcements that have more efficient price reactions. In this section we address the question of
causality by first using IV methods and then examining two events, one involving a negative
exogenous shock and one involving a positive exogenous shock to HFTs.
5.1. IV approach
Our first approach to dealing with the potential endogeneity of HFT participation is to
conduct an IV analysis. Conditional on having a valid instrument for HFT participation, we can
consistently estimate the effect of HFT participation on price efficiency by following the threestage methodology outlined in Adams et al. (2009), who have a binary endogenous variable, as we
do. The three-stage procedure is as follows. In the first stage, we estimate a binary response model
(logit) for the determinants of HFT participation. In the second stage, we regress our HFT indicator
on the predicted HFT variable from the first stage, the independent variables, and the controls. In
the third stage, we substitute the predicted variable from the second stage into our cumulative
abnormal return regression, Equation (3). As Adams et al. (2009) highlight, this three-stage method
is different from the “pseudo-IV” procedure of using the predicted value from the first stage
directly in the cumulative abnormal return regression; such an approach (the pseudo-IV) does not
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guarantee consistency unless the first stage is correctly specified, so standard errors would need to
be adjusted. The advantages of the three-stage method include: explicitly taking into account the
binary nature of the endogenous variable; not requiring the first-stage binary response model to be
properly specified; and producing standard IV standard errors that are asymptotically valid.
5.1.1. Lagged stock price as instrument
We use the log of the average stock price before each earnings announcement as an
instrument for HFT participation. Empirically, HFTs are found to be more active in higher priced
stocks. The reason is likely related to the relative tick size for high- versus low-priced stocks. SEC
Rule 612 imposes a one-cent minimum tick size for stocks. This minimum tick size causes
variation in minimum relative tick sizes (tick size divided by price) that is directly related to price.
For example, the one-cent minimum tick size translates to 20 basis points for a stock priced at $5
versus 2 basis points for a $50 stock. With a larger relative tick size, traders do not need to update
their orders as often, all else equal, as the underlying true value of the stock can vary more without
requiring adjustments. A smaller relative tick size favors HFTs over humans, as HFTs are better
able to continuously update limit orders when providing liquidity and monitor the book to pick off
stale limit orders. Consistent with this intuition, Lee and Watts (2018) find that a larger tick size
erodes the value of the speed advantage algorithms have over human traders and leads to reduced
algorithmic trading. Thus HFTs should enjoy a greater advantage over human traders in higherpriced stocks. Regarding the exclusion restriction, conditional on other controls including market
capitalization, market-to-book ratio, trading volume, stock liquidity, number of analysts following
the stock, and year and month indicators, differences between high-priced stocks and low-priced
stocks are unlikely to affect the cumulative abnormal returns following earnings announcements.
Table 7 presents the logit results of the determinants of HFT participation, the first stage
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of our IV analysis. Note that our IV approach requires only that the instrument (price) be correlated
with the probability that HFTs trade the stock. Table 7 shows that stock price is positively
correlated with HFT participation in all of the attention-proxy samples. We thus conclude that
stock price moves the HFT variable in the predicted direction, making it a reasonable instrument.
[Table 7 here]
5.1.2. IV CAR regressions
Table 8 presents the results for the coefficients of interest from the third stage of the IV
regressions. The main coefficient of interest in each regression is LowAttn*HighUE*HFT, which
captures the marginal effect of HFTs trading on low attention earnings announcements with high
unexpected earnings. Panel A shows that HFTs reduce the under-reaction to positive earnings
surprises when low-attention announcements are identified using the Aggregate, Busy Day, and
Slow Analyst Speed proxies. Using the Aggregate attention proxy, in the first column, the
coefficient estimate for the triple interaction term LowAttn*HighUE*HFT is positive (0.179) and
significant (p-value of 0.017) in Panel A, indicating that HFT trading increases the short-term stock
price response to earnings surprises for earnings announcements identified as low-attention by the
aggregate metric. Likewise, Panel B shows that HFTs reduce long-term price inefficiency. For
earnings announcements categorized as low attention under the Aggregate measure, the coefficient
estimate on our main variable of interest, the triple interaction term of LowAttn*HighUE*HFT, is
negative and significant (coefficient of -0.149 with a p-value of 0.092). This indicates that HFT
trading on earnings announcements with low attention and high earnings surprises lowers their
PEAD. Taken together, these results support the interpretation that by trading on earnings surprises
that attract less attention from human traders, HFTs make the short-term price reactions to earnings
surprises more efficient, and in doing so eliminate much of the long-term PEAD.
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[Table 8 here]
5.2. Exogenous negative shock to high-frequency trading
On November 30, 2011, the SEC implemented the market access rule (Rule 15c3-5),
known as the DMA ban. The rule’s aim was to end the practice of brokers giving some of their
HFT customers a direct line to exchanges without much pre-trade supervision. Such “naked
access” accounted for as much as 38% of trading volume in U.S. equities prior to the ban, and
quote (trade) volume dropped by 33% (21%) on the day the ban was implemented (Chakrabarty
et al., 2018). The market access rule slowed down the fastest HFTs by requiring brokers that
provide DMA to put in place risk-management and supervisory systems, which in turn increased
order latency. The decrease in HFT activity following the ban potentially reduces the speed with
which earnings information is incorporated into prices on low-attention announcement days, which
in turn may lead to greater under-reaction in the short term and higher PEAD over the longer term.
We conduct an event study around the DMA ban to examine the effect of HFTs on price
efficiency following low-attention earnings announcements. Since the DMA ban affects some of
the fastest HFTs and the effect is relatively large, it represents an exogenous negative shock to
HFTs. Unfortunately, the DMA ban date falls after our main sample period and we do not have
identifiers for HFTs in 2011-2012. Therefore our first step is to identify which stocks are more
likely to be traded by HFTs in 2011-2012, based on a comparison of stock characteristics to our
main sample. To do this, we proceed as follows. We double-sort the 103 stocks in our main 20082009 sample, the “HFT Sample,” into size (market capitalization) and liquidity (bid-ask spread)
terciles and construct nine portfolios (small, medium, and large interacted with low, medium, and
high liquidity). We identify a portfolio in the HFT Sample as HFT-heavy if more than two-thirds
of the firms have at least seven earnings announcements traded by HFTs. We then construct nine
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size and liquidity double-sort portfolios for all Compustat firms with available data in the period
around the DMA rule implementation (2011-2012), the “DMA Sample.” Finally, we map each of
the DMA Sample portfolios to the corresponding size and liquidity portfolio in the HFT Sample.
(No stocks from the HFT Sample fall in the small/high liquidity portfolio, so we remove this
portfolio from the DMA Sample.) If a portfolio in the HFT Sample is identified as HFT-heavy,
then the stocks in the corresponding portfolio in the DMA Sample are designated HFT-likely. The
earnings announcements of HFT-likely stocks in the DMA Sample have the indicator variable
HFTLikely set equal to one, else zero.
We examine each DMA Sample stock’s last earnings announcement before and first
earnings announcement after the DMA ban is implemented (November 30, 2011). We keep only
firms that have both a valid DMA-ban and a valid pre-DMA-ban earnings announcement. We
construct the Aggregate attention measure based on the three attention proxies for which
information is available in the 2011-2012 period: Friday, Busy Day, and Slow Analyst Speed. We
then run regressions similar to our main regressions in Equation (3), replacing the HFT indicator
from our main analyses with the HFTLikely indicator and adding the indicator variable DMAban,
which takes the value one in the period after the DMA ban is introduced and zero before the ban.
We also add all of the interactions between DMAban and the other variables. The main coefficient
of interest in these regressions is the coefficient on LowAttn*HighUE*HFTLikely*DMAban, which
captures the marginal effect of the DMA ban on low-attention earnings announcements with high
earnings surprises and likely HFT participation. In Table 9 we report the three key coefficients
from the regression: the classic attention effect, the attention effect for stocks with likely HFT
trading, and the attention effect for stocks with likely HFT trading after the DMA ban.
[Table 9 here]
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The left column presents the results for short-term price efficiency. The coefficient on
LowAttn*HighUE captures the classic attention effect, showing that low-attention earnings
surprises have smaller short-term price responses in general (coefficient of -0.027 with a p-value
of 0.018). The coefficient on LowAttn*HighUE*HFTLikely is positive and significant (coefficient
of 0.038 with a p-value of 0.004), showing that likely HFT presence generally reduces the underreaction, consistent with the findings of our main study in Table 3, Panel A. But this effect is
dampened after the DMA ban: The coefficient on LowAttn*HighUE*HFTLikely*DMAban is
negative and significant (coefficient of -0.052 with a p-value of 0.009). These findings are
consistent with high-frequency trading causally reducing the short-term price inefficiency around
low-attention earnings surprises, as the DMA ban’s exogenous (negative) shock to high-frequency
trading reduces price efficiency.
In the long-term price efficiency regression (the right column), the coefficient on
LowAttn*HighUE*HFTLikely*DMAban is positive and significant, consistent with long-term price
efficiency also being worse (PEAD higher) after the DMA ban for low-attention earnings surprises
in stocks where HFTs would be expected to trade (coefficient of 0.061 with a p-value of 0.034).
We note that the coefficient estimate for the classic attention effect, LowAttn*HighUE, is
insignificant, as is the coefficient on the interaction of the classic attention effect with likely HFT
trading, LowAttn*HighUE*HFTLikely. This combination of results is likely due to the way market
efficiency has changed over time. Chordia et al. (2014) find that several long-horizon market
anomalies, including PEAD, have attenuated in recent years. Thus it is not surprising that we find
evidence of PEAD following low-attention announcements in our original 2008-2009 sample but
not in this more recent 2011-2012 DMA ban period. It appears that while PEAD is not common
for low-attention earnings surprises in the latter period, it re-emerges when the DMA ban creates
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a shock to high-frequency trading. Overall, the short-term and long-term results from the DMA
ban event study are consistent with the IV analyses in suggesting a causal effect of high-frequency
trading on the reduction of price inefficiencies around low-attention earnings surprises.
5.3. Exogenous positive shock to algorithmic trading
In 2003 the NYSE automated quote dissemination by introducing Autoquote, creating an
exogenous shock that dramatically increased the amount of algorithmic trading, commonly defined
as the use of computer algorithms to automatically make trading and order entry and management
decisions. High-frequency trading is a type of algorithmic trading, and commentators refer to HFT
activity as part of the algorithmic trading landscape in 2003; see, e.g., Clark (2010). Hendershott
et al. (2011) use the exogenous shock of Autoquote to show that algorithmic trading improves
stock liquidity. We similarly use this event to examine whether algorithmic trading, which includes
high-frequency trading, causally reduces the effects of limited attention. The advantage to this
analysis is that it provides a plausibly exogenous shock to high-frequency trading; the disadvantage
is that there are no HFT versus non-HFT identifiers in the 2003 data.
We conduct an event study to compare limited attention effects before and after Autoquote
is introduced during the first half of 2003. 17 For the post-event period, we examine each NYSElisted stock’s first earnings announcement after the first trading day with Autoquote. For the preevent period, we examine each stock’s last earnings announcement prior to 45 days before
Autoquote is introduced. The 45-day requirement is imposed to ensure that our PEAD tests do not
overlap in the pre- and post-event periods. 18 We keep only firms that have both a valid pre-event
17 The phased implementation of Autoquote, which occurred over a five-month period, provides identification at the stock level,
eliminating the need to use an HFT-likely indicator as in the DMA ban event study.
18 If the closest post-event earnings announcement does not have all the information required for estimation, we consider the
closest subsequent observation for which all information is available. If no suitable earnings announcement is available within
180 days, we drop the observation. This requirement is imposed to capture Autoquote’s timely effect while also maximizing
sample size. If the closest pre-event earnings announcement lacks some information required for estimation, we look back up to
three quarters.
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and a valid post-event earnings announcement. We construct the Aggregate attention measure
based on the three attention proxies for which information is available in the 2002-2004 period:
Friday, Busy Day, and Slow Analyst Speed. We run regressions similar to our main regressions in
Equation (3), replacing the HFT variable with the indicator variable Autoquote, which takes the
value one after Autoquote has been activated for the stock, else zero. Table 10 presents regression
results for the Autoquote event study.
[Table 10 here]
In the first column, the coefficient estimate on the main variable of interest, the triple
interaction term LowAttn*HighUE*Autoquote, is positive and significant (coefficient of 0.027, pvalue of 0.019). This indicates that low-attention earnings announcements with high earnings
surprises have a larger short-term price response after the Autoquote introduction. The second
column shows that PEAD is also lower for low-attention earnings announcements with high
earnings

surprises;

the

coefficient

estimate

on

the

triple

interaction

term

LowAttn*HighUE*Autoquote is negative and significant (coefficient of -0.039, p-value of 0.022).
These results are consistent with a causal relationship between algorithmic trading (of
which HFTs are a subset) and the reduction of limited-attention effects. The Autoquote event
presents a useful juxtaposition to the DMA ban results: The DMA ban is a negative shock to HFTs,
while Autoquote is a positive shock, and both events support the interpretation that
HFT/algorithmic activity reduces limited-attention effects. Neither event is a perfect exogenous
shock, but taken together with the results of the IV analysis, the analyses collectively suggest that
high-frequency trading reduces limited-attention effects.
6. Improved price efficiency and HFT liquidity demand and supply
So far our results from the IV regressions and event studies are consistent with high32

frequency trading reducing price inefficiencies around low-attention earnings surprises. A
question that naturally follows is how the inefficiencies are reduced. One possibility is that HFTs
account for a larger portion of trading when non-HFTs are distracted, filling in for the distracted
non-HFTs whose absence would otherwise lead to inefficient price reactions. HFTs may process
the earnings news (e.g., by parsing textual news feeds) and aggressively trade on the information
by demanding liquidity. HFTs could also aid price efficiency primarily through a liquidity supply
channel, as HFTs continue to supply liquidity at a time when non-HFTs may not, enabling
liquidity-demanding non-HFTs to trade on the earnings news. In this section we investigate
whether the price efficiency gains documented earlier are associated with HFT liquidity demand,
supply, or both. For these tests we return to our main 2008-2009 sample, which identifies HFT
liquidity demand and supply activity at the trade level.
As a first step in understanding the relationship between HFT liquidity demand/supply and
price efficiency improvements on low-attention earnings announcements, we present descriptive
statistics for HFT activity on earnings announcement days. It is not obvious a priori whether HFTs
should account for the same fraction of trading on low-attention earnings announcements as on
other announcement days. The general intuition of investor inattention is that when human
decision-makers (non-HFTs) are inattentive, they trade less. On one hand, if HFTs largely trade
with each other, the withdrawal of non-HFTs could leave them accounting for a larger portion of
trading volume on days when non-HFTs are distracted. On the other hand, the decline in non-highfrequency trading may lead to a commensurate decline in high-frequency trading if HFT strategies
are mainly tied to non-high-frequency trading – for example, for HFTs that primarily supply
liquidity to non-HFTs (market-making) or seek to profit by picking off the limit orders of nonHFTs. In such cases we would expect no change in HFTs’ percentage of trading.
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Table 11 compares mean and median trading percentages for HFTs on low-attention versus
high-attention earnings announcements as defined by the Aggregate attention proxy, measuring
HFT total trading volume (HFTAll), demand (HFTD), supply (HFTS), trades in which HFTs demand
liquidity while non-HFTs supply liquidity (HN), and trades in which non-HFTs demand and HFTs
supply liquidity (NH).
[Table 11 here]
Table 11 shows that HFTs account for a significantly higher fraction of trading on lowattention earnings announcement days. 19 The increase in HFT activity occurs nearly across the
board, with HFT liquidity supply and demand both higher on low-attention earnings
announcements. In terms of direct interactions between HFTs and non-HFTs, there is a
significantly higher percentage of trades in which non-HFTs demand and HFTs supply liquidity,
but no significant difference in the percentage of trades in which HFTs demand and non-HFTs
supply liquidity (the traditional picking-off scenario). These correlations between HFT activity
and low- versus high-attention earnings announcements suggest the need for a deeper analysis to
investigate the role of HFT demand and supply, which we do next.
To better understand how HFTs may contribute to improved price efficiency following
low-attention earnings announcements, we analyze HFT liquidity demand and supply separately.
We conduct price efficiency tests similar to Equation (3), replacing the aggregate HFT variable
with HFT demand and HFT supply. Table 12 presents results for OLS and IV regressions using
the Aggregate attention proxy.
[Table 12 here]

19 This pattern holds for all of the individual low-attention proxies (tested separately but not reported for brevity) except the Busy
Day proxy, perhaps because HFTs’ inventory management (risk management) concerns lead them to trade less in each stock
when many stocks offer trading opportunities on the same day (Menkveld, 2013; SEC, 2014).
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The results in Table 12 show that both HFT liquidity-demanding and HFT liquiditysupplying activity increase price efficiency following low-attention earnings announcements with
high earnings surprises. In Panel A, the IV results in columns (2) and (4) show that the marginal
effect of HFT demand is to reduce the short-term under-reaction (coefficient of 0.134 with p-value
of 0.054 on LowAttention*HighUE*HFTDemand) and reduce PEAD over the longer term
(coefficient of -0.114 with p-value of 0.099 on LowAttention*HighUE*HFTDemand). These results
are consistent with HFTs processing earnings news (e.g., by parsing textual news feeds, as in von
Beschwitz et al., 2017) and aggressively trading on the information in earnings surprises. In Panel
B, the IV results in columns (2) and (4) show that HFT liquidity supply also reduces the short-term
under-reaction (coefficient of 0.136 with p-value of 0.053 on LowAttention*HighUE*HFTSupply)
and reduces PEAD over the longer term (coefficient of -0.154 with p-value of 0.068 on
LowAttention*HighUE*HFTSupply). These results are consistent with HFTs improving price
efficiency by supplying liquidity at a time when non-HFTs may not. We thus conclude that both
HFT liquidity demand and supply play a role in improving price efficiency following low-attention
earnings surprises. 20 The OLS results in columns (1) and (3) are consistent with the conclusions
of the IV analyses.
7. Robustness checks
We conduct several additional tests to confirm the robustness of our main results (see
internet appendix). Previous studies of limited investor attention effects on price efficiency have
examined cumulative returns over various time periods, so we test the robustness of our results

20 Analyses of the internal margin (using the amount of HFT liquidity demand or supply, rather than the simple presence or
absence of HFT liquidity demand or supply) yield no significant results, including no sign of the classic low-attention effect,
suggesting that while the presence (versus absence) of HFTs affects price efficiency, once HFTs are trading, the amount that they
trade is optimally chosen to eliminate the potential attention-based mispricing. We thus find results at the external margin (HFTs
trading versus not) but not at the internal margin (how much they trade, given that they trade).
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over different time windows. Using 1-day or 3-day windows for short-term efficiency yields
qualitatively similar results to the 2-day results presented in Table 3, Panel A. Using a 30-day
window for PEAD produces similar results to the 45-day results presented in Table 3, Panel B.
We also examine the robustness of our results to alternative measurements of the two key
variables in our regressions: high-frequency trading and earnings surprise. Defining the HFT
indicator variable as having the value one if (i) HFTs represent at least five percent of trading
volume following the earnings announcement (instead of any volume in our main analyses), or (ii)
HFTs trade in the two hours following the earnings announcement (instead of the entire remaining
trading day in our main analyses), both produce results that are consistent with our main results.
In our main analyses, we follow the limited attention literature (e.g., DellaVigna and Pollet, 2009)
in defining earnings surprises based on the difference between reported earnings and analyst
forecasts (UE). Our main findings are also robust to using standardized unexpected earnings (SUE)
instead of UE to define earnings surprises.
Additionally, we examine whether our results hold for negative earnings surprises. Since
about 71% of the earnings surprises in our sample are positive, 1% are zero, and 28% are negative,
our HighUE variable captures large positive surprises. To examine whether HFTs also improve
price efficiency following negative earnings surprises, we run tests analogous to our main tests,
replacing HighUE with an indicator equal to one for negative and zero for positive unexpected
earnings; observations with unexpected earnings equal to zero are excluded. We find that the
classic short-term and long-term limited attention effects are lower following negative earnings
surprises when HFTs trade (results available on request).
8. Conclusion
We examine the effect of limited attention on stock prices in modern financial markets,
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where a large portion of trading is executed by high-frequency traders (HFTs). Previous research
documents that the attention constraints of human traders affect stock prices systematically. A
number of studies have shown that when firms announce earnings at times of low attention,
investors trade less in those stocks, resulting in inefficient price responses to earnings surprises.
Given that machines are not expected to suffer from limited attention, we ask how limited
attention affects stock price reactions to earnings news in today’s computer-driven markets. Using
multiple attention proxies and an IV approach to address endogeneity, we find evidence consistent
with high-frequency trading improving short-term and long-term price efficiency around lowattention earnings surprises. These improvements are associated with HFTs both supplying
liquidity to other traders and incorporating information into prices by demanding liquidity. We
supplement our main analysis with two event studies: the SEC ban on Direct Market Access, which
hinders the low-latency operations of HFTs, and the introduction of Autoquote, which facilitates
algorithmic trading, of which high-frequency trading is a subset. The results from the event studies
suggest that rules designed as speed bumps for HFTs reduce price efficiency around low-attention
earnings announcements, while technological changes that facilitate high-frequency trading
increase price efficiency around low-attention announcements. Taken together, our results
highlight the changing role of attention in modern financial markets and reveal a previously
undocumented positive role played by HFTs in reducing the effects of human attention constraints.
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Appendix: Variable sources and definitions
Variable

Data source

Definition

HFT Trading Variables
HFTAll

Nasdaq OMX

(2*HH + HN + NH) / (2*Total Volume);
where HH = HFT demand and supply liquidity,
HN = HFT demand and non-HFT supply liquidity,
NH = non-HFT demand and HFT supply liquidity

HFTD

Nasdaq OMX

(HH + HN) / Total Volume;
where HH = HFT demand and supply liquidity,
HN = HFT demand and non-HFT supply liquidity

HFTS

Nasdaq OMX

(HH + NH) / Total Volume;
where HH = HFT demand and supply liquidity,
NH = non-HFT demand and HFT supply liquidity

HN%

Nasdaq OMX

HN / Total Volume;
where HN = HFT demand and non-HFT supply liquidity

NH%

Nasdaq OMX

NH / Total Volume;
where NH = non-HFT demand and HFT supply liquidity

Friday earnings announcements

IBES, Compustat, Wall
Street Horizon, Factiva

Derived from IBES variable ANNDAT and Compustat, Wall Street
Horizon, and Factiva cross-check

Busy day

Compustat

Multiple announcements on the same day

Analyst Speed

IBES

EDGAR downloads

SEC, via authors of Drake,
Roulstone, and Thornock
(2014)

News distraction

Factiva

Attention Proxies

Natural log of [1+ the count of (Dow Jones NewsWire stories for
firm i on day t )] - Natural log of [1 + the count of (Dow Jones
NewsWire stories about earnings for firm i on day t )]

Other Main Variables
Market capitalization

COMPUSTAT

Price*Shares Outstanding

Cumulative abnormal return (CAR)

CRSP/COMPUSTAT

Cumulative abnormal return around earnings announcements in
excess of corresponding period Fama-French size and book-tomarket 6-portfolio value weighted benchmark return

Unexpected earnings (UE)

CRSP, IBES

(Earnings - Analyst consensus forecast)/Price, with price measured
three days prior to earnings announcement

Earnings surprise volatility

CRSP, IBES

Standard deviation of the quarterly unexpected earnings over the
prior four years

Bid-ask spread

CRSP

Closing (ask - bid) / midquote

Number of analysts

IBES

Number of analysts covering stock in a quarter
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Table 1: Sample descriptive statistics
This table presents descriptive statistics for the sample of 103 stocks over all trading days in 2008 and 2009. In
Panel A, means are calculated by stock for the overall sample and by size category. Market capitalization and
Market-to-book ratio are calculated from quarter-end values; Price is the average daily closing price of the
stock; Trading volume is the average daily Nasdaq trading volume; Relative bid-ask spread is closing ask-bid
quote divided by closing midquote; # Earnings announcements is the number of earnings announcements per
stock in the sample period; and # Analysts is the number of analysts covering each stock. HFT% total measures
the percentage of total trading volume executed by HFTs. HFT% on earnings announcements measures the
percentage of earnings announcements with HFT trading between announcement time and the end of the day.
In Panel B, the first two lines report the breakdown of all earnings announcements, beginning with the total
number of earnings announcements in the sample (Total ), and then separating out earnings announcements that
are made on Fridays (Friday ). The remaining rows in Panel B present cross-sectional statistics across all
earnings announcements for the number of other earnings announcements made on the same day (# Other
earnings announcements ); the speed with which analysts revise their earnings forecasts (Days until analyst
update and Analyst speed ); the number of non-earnings news (News distraction counts and its log-tranformed
News distraction variable ); and the number of financial form downloads from the SEC's EDGAR database
(EDGAR downloads and the EDGAR variable ).

Panel A: Sample stocks
Overall

Small

Medium

Large

Market capitalization ($ billion)

19.60

0.53

1.63

48.75

Market-to-book ratio

3.35

2.40

3.21

4.19

Price

36.47

18.39

28.68

56.72

Trading volume (shares million)

2.03

0.08

0.34

4.90

Relative bid-ask spread (bps)

18.92

35.18

15.68

8.91

# Earnings announcements

7.98

7.97

7.97

8.00

# Analysts

10.64

4.00

7.27

18.49

HFT% total

28.8

15.9

26.4

40.6

HFT% on earnings announcements

88.7

86.4

78.9

97.2

Panel B: Earnings announcements and attention proxies
Total

Fridays

# Earnings announcements

745

60

% Earnings announcements

100%

8%

Mean

Median

Std Dev

Multiple earnings announcements
Days until analyst update (untransformed)
Analyst speed variable
News distraction counts (untransformed)

233
2.6
-0.88
1.95

202
2.0
-0.69
0.00

152
1.5
0.39
3.68

News distraction variable

0.28

0.00

0.43

EDGAR downloads (untransformed)

137

75

175

EDGAR variable

0.68

0.69

0.61
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Table 2: Correlation table for low-attention proxies
This table presents Pearson correlation coefficients between earnings announcements
designated as low-attention under the five attention proxies: Busy Day signals announcements
with an above-median number of announcements released on the same day; Slow Analyst
Speed signals announcements with below-median analyst speed; Friday signals
announcements made on Fridays; High News Distraction signals announcements with abovemedian non-earnings-related news; Low EDGAR signals announcements that experience
below-median abnormal download volume from the SEC's EDGAR database. P-values are
reported in parentheses below the correlation estimates. *, **, and *** denote significance at
the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.

Busy Day
Slow Analyst Speed

Slow
Analyst
Speed

Friday

High
News
Distraction

-0.003
(0.932)

Friday

-0.205 ***
(<0.001)

High News Distraction
Low EDGAR

0.074 *
(0.063)

-0.120 ***

-0.052

0.031

(0.001)

(0.192)

(0.402)

0.041

-0.012

-0.150 ***

(0.277)

(0.772)

(<0.001)
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0.041
(0.277)

Table 3: OLS regressions of price efficiency and HFTs

This table presents multivariate tests of price efficiency with versus without HFTs. The dependent variable is the cumulative abnormal return
(CAR ) for stock i on earnings announcement days t to t+1 in Panel A and days t+2 to t+45 in Panel B. Low Attention is equal to one if the
earnings announcement falls into the low-attention category given the proxy being used, else zero; Aggregate reflects the combined
distribution of Friday, Busy Day, Slow Analyst Speed, High News Distraction, and Low EDGAR earnings announcements. HFT is equal to
one if there is high-frequency trading in the remainder of the day following the earnings announcement, else zero; HighUE is equal to one if the
announcement has above-median unexpected earnings, else zero. Regressions also include as controls market capitalization; firm size indicator
variables; percentage bid-ask spread; number of analysts; earnings surprise volatility over the prior four years; and month and year indicators.
All controls are also interacted with HighUE. Coefficients for selected interactions of interest are reported in the table. Coefficients for the
individual LowAttention, HighUE, and HFT variables and their other interactions, intercept, controls, and interacted controls are not reported.
In each column the model is run on the subset of earnings announcements that are available for analysis under each proxy (which differ because
of data availability to calculate the attention proxies). P-values (reported in parentheses below coefficient estimates) are based on standard
errors that are clustered by announcement day. *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.

Panel A: Short-term price efficiency
Dependent variable = CAR on earnings announcement days t to t+1
Low Attention proxy
Low Attention * HighUE
Low Attention * HighUE * HFT

Aggregate

Busy Day

-0.148 ***

-0.094 **

(0.002)

(0.022)

0.158 ***

0.061 *

Slow Analyst
Speed
-0.154 ***
(<.001)

0.154 ***

High News
Distraction

Low EDGAR

-0.015

-0.080 **

(0.762)

(0.046)

0.046

0.083 **

(0.001)

(0.068)

(<.001)

(0.190)

(0.025)

All individual variables and combinations

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

# Observations

566

679

597

679

642
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Panel B: Long-term price efficiency
Dependent variable = CAR on earnings announcement days t+2 to t+45
Low Attention proxy
Low Attention * HighUE

Aggregate
0.208 ***
(<.001)

Low Attention * HighUE * HFT

-0.200 ***

Busy Day
0.154 ***
(0.008)

Slow Analyst
Speed

High News
Distraction

Low EDGAR

0.147 **

0.108 *

0.144 **

(0.043)

(0.068)

(0.026)

-0.175 ***

-0.177 ***

-0.097 *

-0.126 **

(<.001)

(0.002)

(0.007)

(0.056)

(0.035)

All individual variables and combinations

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

# Observations

566

679

597

679

642

45

Table 4: HFTs and price efficiency by firm size
This table presents multivariate tests of price efficiency with versus without HFTs. The dependent variable is the cumulative
abnormal return (CAR ) for stock i on earnings announcement days t and t+1 in Panel A and day t+2 to t+45 in Panel B.
Low Attention is equal to one if the earnings announcement falls into the low-attention category under the Aggregate
measure, which reflects the combined distribution of Friday, Busy Day, Slow Analyst Speed, High News Distraction, and
Low EDGAR earnings announcements. HFT is equal to one if there is high-frequency trading in the remainder of the day
following the earnings announcement, else zero; HighUE is equal to one if the announcement has above-median
unexpected earnings, else zero. Regressions also include as controls market capitalization, firm size indicator variables,
percentage bid/ask spread, number of analysts, earnings surprise volatility over the prior four years, and month and year
indicators. All controls are also interacted with HighUE. Coefficients for selected interactions of interest are reported in the
table. Coefficients for the individual LowAttention, HighUE, and HFT variables and their other interactions, intercept,
controls, and interacted controls are not reported. P-values (reported in parentheses below coefficient estimates) are based
on standard errors that are clustered by announcement day. *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1%
levels.

Panel A: Short-term price efficiency
Dependent variable = CAR on earnings announcement days t to t+1
Small Firms
Low Attention * HighUE
Low Attention * HighUE * HFT

Medium Firms

Large Firms

-0.504 ***

-0.181 **

-0.029

(0.005)

(0.013)

(0.798)

0.656 ***

0.120 *

0.028

(0.001)

(0.071)

(0.405)

All individual variables and combinations

yes

yes

yes

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

yes

# Observations

103

171

292

Panel B: Long-term price efficiency
Dependent variable = CAR on earnings announcement days t+2 to t+45
Medium Firms
Small Firms
Large Firms
Low Attention * HighUE

0.552 **
(0.013)

Low Attention * HighUE * HFT

0.142

0.009

(0.191)

(0.925)

-0.791 ***

-0.117

-0.003

(0.003)

(0.172)

(0.487)

All individual variables and combinations

yes

yes

yes

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

yes

# Observations

103

171

292
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Table 5: Earnings announcement and high-frequency trade distribution intraday
This table presents the distribution of earnings announcements with and without HFTs
trading during their intraday period. The sample includes only earnings announcements that
have some trading (HFT and/or non-HFT) in their respective intraday periods. The intraday
periods are Before Market Open, which is [7:00 - 9:30 am), Regular Market Hours, which
is [9:30 am - 4:00 pm), and After Market Close, which is [4:00 - 8:00 pm). Earnings
announcements that are made between midnight and 7:00 am are included in the BMO
period if they have any trading before market open.

Number of earnings announcements in intraday periods
Intraday period
Before Market Open (BMO)
Regular Market Hours (RMH)
After Market Close (AMC)

With HFT trading

Without HFT trading

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

164

78%

46

22%

5

100%

0

0%

205

76%

65

24%
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Table 6: HFTs and price efficiency by time of day
This table presents multivariate tests of price efficiency with versus without HFTs. The dependent variable is the cumulative
abnormal return (CAR ) for stock i on earnings announcement days t and t+1 in Panel A and day t+2 to t+45 in Panel B.
Low Attention is equal to one if the earnings announcement falls into the low-attention category under the Aggregate
measure, which reflects the combined distribution of Friday, Busy Day, Slow Analyst Speed, High News Distraction, and
Low EDGAR earnings announcements. HFT is equal to one if there is high-frequency trading following the earnings
announcement within the same intraday period, else zero. Intraday periods are defined as Before Market Open in [7:00-9:30
am), Regular Market Hours in [9:30 am-4:00 pm), and After Market Close in [4:00-8:00 pm). HighUE is equal to one if the
announcement has above-median unexpected earnings, else zero. Regressions also include as controls market capitalization,
firm size indicator variables, percentage bid/ask spread, number of analysts, earnings surprise volatility over the prior four
years, and month and year indicators. All controls are also interacted with HighUE. Coefficients for selected interactions of
interest are reported in the table. Coefficients for the individual LowAttention, HighUE, and HFT variables and their other
interactions, intercept, controls, and interacted controls are not reported. P-values (reported in parentheses below coefficient
estimates) are based on standard errors that are clustered by announcement day. *, **, and *** denote significance at the
10%, 5%, and 1% levels.

Panel A: Short-term price efficiency
Dependent variable = CAR on earnings announcement days t to t+1
Full Sample
Low Attention * HighUE
Low Attention * HighUE * HFT

Before Market Open

-0.098 ***

-0.013

(0.006)

(0.732)

0.105 ***

0.017

After Market Close
-0.176 ***
(<.001)

0.164 ***

(0.003)

(0.350)

(0.002)

All individual variables and combinations

yes

yes

yes

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

yes

# Observations

485

210

270

Panel B: Long-term price efficiency
Dependent variable = CAR on earnings announcement days t+2 to t+45
Full Sample
Low Attention * HighUE
Low Attention * HighUE * HFT

Before Market Open

0.083

0.030

(0.121)

(0.739)

After Market Close
0.237 ***
(<.001)

-0.070 *

-0.017

(0.099)

(0.431)

(<.001)

All individual variables and combinations

yes

yes

yes

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

yes

# Observations

485

210

270
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-0.225 ***

Table 7: Logit model of the determinants of high-frequency trading
This table presents the results from the logit model of whether HFTs trade on a given earnings announcement.Log_Price is
the natural log of the stock's average closing price; Log_Size is the natural log of the market capitalization; Market-to-Book
ratio is the market-to-book ratio; Dollar_Volume is the average daily trading volume; Liquidity is the average percentage
bid-ask spread; and Number_Analysts is the number of analysts covering the stock. Log_price, volume, and liquidity are
measured over one week, ending seven days prior to earnings announcement dayt ; Log_size and market-to-book ratio are
measured at the end of the fiscal quarter reported on earnings announcement day t . The model also includes month and year
indicators, not reported. P-values are reported in parentheses below coefficient estimates; *, **, and *** denote significance
at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.

Dependent variable: HFT

Low Attention proxy
Log_Price

Aggregate
0.496 *
(0.053)

Log_Size
Market-to-Book ratio
Dollar_Volume
Liquidity
Number_Analysts
# Observations

Slow Analyst
Speed

Busy Day
0.496 **

0.401 *

(0.036)

(0.075)

High News
Distraction

Low EDGAR

0.496 **

0.493 **

(0.036)

(0.046)

-0.022

-0.052

0.062

-0.052

-0.101

(0.918)

(0.802)

(0.769)

(0.802)

(0.648)

-0.023

0.026

0.015

0.026

-0.007

(0.751)

(0.683)

(0.791)

(0.683)

(0.923)

17.798 ***

18.602 ***

17.020 ***

18.602 ***

19.744 ***

(<.001)

(<.001)

(<.001)

(<.001)

(<.001)

470.587 **

333.665

385.614 *

333.665

458.616 *

(0.050)

(0.101)

(0.070)

(0.101)

(0.056)

-0.126 ***

-0.145 ***

-0.130 ***

-0.145 ***

-0.152 ***

(<.001)

(<.001)

(<.001)

(<.001)

(<.001)

562

673

593

673

636
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Table 8: Price efficiency and HFTs results from IV model

This table presents results of multivariate tests of price efficiency with versus without HFTs, where high-frequency trading is instrumented
with the predicted probability that HFTs trade, using the logit models of Table 5. The estimation method explicitly takes into account the
discrete nature of the HFT variable. The dependent variable is the cumulative abnormal return for stock i on earnings announcement days t to
t+1 in Panel A and days t+2 to t+45 in Panel B. Low Attention is equal to one if the earnings announcement falls into the low-attention
category given the proxy being used, else zero; Aggregate reflects the combined distribution of Friday, Busy Day, Slow Analyst Speed, High
News Distraction, and Low EDGAR earnings announcements. Regressions also include as controls market capitalization; firm-size indicator
variables; percentage bid-ask spread; number of analysts; earnings surprise volatility over the prior four years; and month and year indicators.
All controls are also interacted with HighUE. Coefficients for selected interactions of interest are reported in the table. Coefficients for the
individual LowAttention, HighUE, and HFT variables and their other interactions, intercept, controls, and interacted controls are not reported.
P-values (reported in parentheses below coefficient estimates) are based on standard errors that are clustered by announcement day. *, **, and
*** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.

Panel A: Short-term price efficiency
Dependent variable = CAR on earnings announcement days t to t+1
Low Attention proxy
Low Attention * HighUE
Low Attention * HighUE * HFT

Busy Day

Slow Analyst
Speed

-0.171 **

-0.140 *

-0.224 ***

(0.029)

(0.060)

(0.002)

Aggregate

0.179 **

0.115 *

0.235 ***

High News
Distraction

Low EDGAR

0.145

-0.071

(0.136)

(0.292)

-0.127

0.071

(0.017)

(0.069)

(0.001)

(0.110)

(0.168)

All individual variables and combinations

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

# Observations

562

673

593

673

636
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Panel B: Long-term price efficiency
Dependent variable = CAR on earnings announcement days t+2 to t+45
Low Attention proxy
Low Attention * HighUE

Aggregate

0.235 **

Slow Analyst
Speed

High News
Distraction

Low EDGAR

0.190

0.025

0.145

(0.157)

(0.030)

(0.112)

(0.818)

(0.139)

-0.149 *

-0.266 **

-0.222 **

-0.007

-0.133

(0.092)

(0.012)

(0.038)

(0.476)

(0.104)

All individual variables and combinations

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

# Observations

562

673

593

673

636

Low Attention * HighUE * HFT

0.149

Busy Day

51

Table 9: Direct market access ban event study of HFTs and price efficiency

This table presents multivariate tests of price efficiency for earnings announcements before and after Direct Market
Access was banned. The dependent variable is the cumulative abnormal return (CAR) for stock i on earnings
announcement days t to t+1 in the first column and day t+2 to t+45 in the second column. Low Attention is equal to
one if the earnings announcement falls into the low-attention category under the Aggregate measure, which reflects the
combined distribution of Friday, Busy Day, and Slow Analyst Speed announcements. HFT Likely is the inferred HFT flag,
which is equal to one if an EA stock belongs to an HFT-likely portfolio (based on size/liquidity portfolios and actual HFT
trading patterns in the 2008-2009 HFT dataset), and zero otherwise. DMAban is equal to one if an earnings
announcement is in the period after the Direct Market Access ban took effect, and zero otherwise. HighUE is equal to
one if the announcement has above-median unexpected earnings, else zero. Regressions also include as controls market
capitalization, firm size indicator variables, percentage bid-ask spread, number of analysts, earnings surprise volatility
over the prior four years, and month and year indicators. All controls are also interacted with HighUE. Coefficients for
selected interactions of interest are reported in the table. Coefficients for the individual LowAttention , HighUE , and
HFT Likely variables and their other interactions, intercept, controls, and interacted controls are not reported. P-values
(reported in parentheses below coefficient estimates) are based on standard errors that are clustered by announcement
day. *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.

Dependent variable

CAR on
earnings announcement
days t to t+1

Low Attention * HighUE

-0.027 **
(0.018)

Low Attention * HighUE * HFTLikely

0.038 ***
(0.004)

Low Attention * HighUE * HFTLikely * DMAban

-0.052 ***

CAR on
earnings announcement
days t+2 to t+45
0.018
(0.553)

-0.000
(0.497)

0.061 **

(0.009)

(0.034)

All individual variables and combinations

yes

yes

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

2946

2946

# Observations
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Table 10: Autoquote event study of HFTs and price efficiency

This table presents multivariate tests of price efficiency for earnings announcements before and after Autoquote is
introduced for each NYSE-listed stock. The dependent variable is the cumulative abnormal return (CAR ) for
stock i on earnings announcement days t and t+1 in the first column and day t+2 to t+45 in the second column.
Low Attention is equal to one if the earnings announcement falls into the low-attention category under the
Aggregate measure, which reflects the combined distribution of Friday, Busy Day, and Slow Analyst Speed
announcements. Autoquote is equal to one if the earnings announcment is after the Autoquote effective day for
the stock, else zero; HighUE is equal to one if the announcement has above-median unexpected earnings, else
zero. Regressions also include as controls market capitalization; firm size indicator variables; percentage bid-ask
spread; number of analysts; earnings surprise volatility over the prior four years and month and year indicators.
All controls are also interacted with HighUE . Coefficients for selected interactions of interest are reported in the
table. Coefficients for the individual LowAttention , HighUE , and Autoquote variables and their other
interactions, intercept, controls, and interacted controls are not reported. P-values (reported in parentheses below
coefficient estimates) are based on standard errors that are clustered by announcement day. *, **, and *** denote
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.

Dependent variable

CAR on
earnings announcement
days t to t+1

Low Attention * HighUE

-0.021 **
(0.019)

Low Attention * HighUE * Autoquote

0.027 **

CAR on
earnings announcement
days t+2 to t+45
0.018
(0.241)

-0.039 **

(0.019)

(0.022)

All individual variables and combinations

yes

yes

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

1914

1914

# Observations

53

Table 11: HFT trading on low-attention versus high-attention earnings announcements

This table presents univariate comparisons of the percentage of trading by HFTs on low-attention earnings
announcements versus high-attention earnings announcements, as identified by the Aggregate low-attention proxy.
All
D
HFT measures the percentage of trading volume executed by HFTs; HFT measures the percentage of trading
S
volume in which HFTs demand liquidity; HFT measures the percentage of trading volume in which HFTs supply
liquidity; HN% measures the percentage of trading volume in which HFTs demand and non-HFTs supply liquidity;
and NH% measures the percentage of trading volume in which non-HFTs demand and HFTs supply liquidity. All
measures are calculated based on trading from the time the earnings announcement is released until midnight the
same day. Left three columns report mean values, and right three columns report median values.

Aggregate low-attention vs high-attention earnings announcements
Means
Low Attention High Attention
p-value
Low Attention

Medians
High Attention

p-value

All

23.6%

19.2%

0.0019

23.3%

18.3%

0.0019

D

24.5%

21.3%

0.0303

26.3%

21.4%

0.0274

S

HFT

22.8%

17.2%

0.0011

17.9%

13.6%

0.0024

HN%

17.9%

16.9%

0.3627

18.3%

17.5%

0.2907

NH%

16.2%

12.7%

0.0062

13.5%

10.8%

0.0074

160

406

160

406

HFT

HFT

# Announcements
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Table 12: HFT liquidity demand, liquidity supply, and price efficiency

This table presents multivariate tests of price efficiency with versus without HFT demand versus supply. The dependent variable is the
cumulative abnormal return (CAR) for stock i on earnings announcement days t and t+1 in the first two columns and day t+2 to t+45 in
the next two columns. Low Attention is equal to one if the earnings announcement falls into the low-attention category under the
Aggregate measure, which reflects the combined distribution of Friday, Busy Day, Slow Analyst Speed, High News Distraction, and Low
D
S
EDGAR earnings announcements. HFT (HFT ) is 1 if HFTs demand (supply) liquidity on the earnings announcement day, else 0.
HFT Demand in Panel A represents HFT D in the "OLS" columns and the predicted value of HFTD from IV Stage 2 regressions in the "IV"
columns. HFT Supply in Panel B represents HFT S in the "OLS" columns and the predicted value of HFT S from IV Stage 2 regressions in the
"IV" columns. HighUE is equal to one if the announcement has above-median unexpected earnings, else zero. Regressions also include
as controls market capitalization; firm size indicator variables; percentage bid-ask spread; number of analysts; earnings surprise volatility
over the prior four years; and month and year indicators. All controls are also interacted with HighUE. Coefficients for selected
interactions of interest are reported in the table. Coefficients for the individual LowAttention, HighUE, and HFT variables and their other
interactions, intercept, controls, and interacted controls are not reported. P-values (reported in parentheses below coefficient estimates) are
based on standard errors that are clustered by announcement day. *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.

Panel A: HFT liquidity demand and price efficiency
Dependent variable

CAR on earnings announcement
days t to t+1
OLS
(1)

Low Attention * HighUE
Low Attention * HighUE * HFTDemand

IV
(2)

-0.112 **

-0.129 *

(0.027)

(0.088)

0.122 **

0.134 *

CAR on earnings announcement
days t+2 to t+45
OLS
(3)
0.191 ***
(<.001)

-0.186 ***

IV
(4)
0.112
(0.175)

-0.114 *

(0.010)

(0.054)

(<.001)

(0.099)

All individual variables and combinations

yes

yes

yes

yes

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

yes

yes

# Observations

566

562

566

562
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Panel B: HFT liquidity supply and price efficiency
Dependent variable

Low Attention * HighUE
Low Attention * HighUE * HFTSupply

CAR on earnings announcement
days t to t+1
OLS
(1)

IV
(2)

-0.110 **

-0.132 *

(0.018)

(0.082)

0.118 ***

0.136 *

CAR on earnings announcement
days t+2 to t+45
OLS
(3)
0.202 ***
(<.001)

-0.196 ***

IV
(4)
0.150
(0.110)

-0.154 *

(0.009)

(0.053)

(<.001)

(0.068)

All individual variables and combinations

yes

yes

yes

yes

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

yes

yes

# Observations

566

562

566

562
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Table IA-1: Characteristics of stocks with earnings announcements meeting attention-related criteria
The first two panels of this table present mean characteristics of stocks identified as having earnings
announcements with low attention and high earnings surprises (Panel A) and stocks having earnings
announcements with low attention, high earnings surprise, and HFT trading (Panel B). Price , Trading
volume and Relative bid-ask spread are averaged from the prior to current earnings announcement for each
earnings announcement and then averaged for each stock. # Earnings announcements is the average number
of earnings announcements meeting the criteria in each panel, averaged across the stocks with some earnings
announcements falling in the panel's category. Panel C presents p -values for the differences between values
in Panel A and Panel B.

Panel A: Stocks with Low Attention and High Unexpected Earnings (LowAttn*HighUE = 1)
Slow
Analyst
High News
Busy Day
Speed
Distraction
Low Attention proxy
Aggregate
Market capitalization ($ billion)
Market-to-book ratio
Price
Trading volume (shares million)
Relative bid-ask spread (bps)
# Earnings announcements

Low
EDGAR

31.50

16.99

18.94

27.01

24.78

2.63

2.84

2.44

3.10

2.78

32.54

32.41

32.21

43.61

37.17

4.03

2.09

2.32

3.25

3.00

14.45

16.50

15.14

12.91

14.96

1.95

2.52

2.12

2.46

2.24

14.76

11.39

11.76

13.29

12.89

Panel B: Stocks with Low Attention, High Unexpected Earnings, and HFT trading
(LowAttn*HighUE*HFT = 1)
Slow
Analyst
High News
Busy Day
Speed
Distraction
Low Attention proxy
Aggregate

Low
EDGAR

# Analysts

Market capitalization ($ billion)
Market-to-book ratio
Price
Trading volume (shares million)
Relative bid-ask spread (bps)
# Earnings announcements
# Analysts

32.26

18.62

19.55

28.17

26.63

2.58

2.95

2.45

3.12

2.84

32.67

34.05

32.54

44.99

38.07

4.15

2.25

2.40

3.38

3.22

14.39

16.13

14.93

12.16

15.01

1.82

2.47

1.98

2.47

2.10

15.03

11.30

11.93

13.34

13.08

Slow
Analyst
Speed

High News
Distraction

Low
EDGAR

Panel C: p -values of differences between Panel A and Panel B

Low Attention proxy

Aggregate

Busy Day

Market capitalization ($ billion)

0.9367

0.7920

0.9246

0.8743

0.7893

Market-to-book ratio

0.9172

0.8128

0.9784

0.9620

0.8849

Price

0.9796

0.8256

0.9478

0.9045

0.9306

Trading volume (shares million)

0.9279

0.8330

0.9202

0.8916

0.8382

Relative bid-ask spread (bps)

0.9859

0.8478

0.9066

0.6262

0.9812

# Earnings announcements

0.6071

0.8541

0.5782

0.9839

0.5459

# Analysts

0.8858

0.9555

0.9000

0.9747

0.9035
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Table IA-2: HFTs and Short-term price efficiency with 1-day and 3-day horizons
This table presents multivariate tests of price efficiency with versus without HFTs. The dependent variable is the cumulative
abnormal return (CAR ) for stock i on earnings announcement day t in Panel A and days t-1 to t+1 in Panel B. Low Attention is
equal to one if the earnings announcement falls into the low-attention category given the proxy being used, else zero; Aggregate
reflects the combined distribution of Friday, Busy Day, Slow Analyst Speed, High News Distraction, and Low EDGAR earnings
announcements. HFT is equal to one if there is high-frequency trading in the rest of the day following the earnings
announcement, else zero; HighUE is equal to one if the announcement has above-median unexpected earnings, else zero.
Regressions also include as controls market capitalization; firm size indicator variables; percentage bid-ask spread; number of
analysts; earnings surprise volatility over the prior four years and month and year indicators. All controls are also interacted with
HighUE. Coefficients for selected interactions of interest are reported in the table. Coefficients for the individual LowAttention,
HighUE, and HFT variables and their other interactions, intercept, controls, and interacted controls are not reported. P-values
(reported in parentheses below coefficient estimates) are based on standard errors that are clustered by announcement day. *, **,
and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.

Panel A: One-day Cumulative Abnormal Return
Dependent variable = CAR on earnings announcement days t
Low Attention proxy
Low Attention * HighUE
Low Attention * HighUE * HFT

Aggregate

Busy Day

Slow Analyst
Speed

High News
Distraction

Low EDGAR

-0.065 ***

-0.045 **

-0.041 **

-0.016

-0.028

(0.003)

(0.022)

(0.022)

(0.383)

(0.114)

0.084 ***

0.031 *

0.042 **

0.036 **

0.029 *

(<.001)

(0.068)

(0.014)

(0.041)

(0.070)

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

# Observations

566

679

597

679

642

Panel B: Three-day Cumulative Abnormal Return
Dependent variable = CAR on earnings announcement days t
Low Attention proxy
Low Attention * HighUE
Low Attention * HighUE * HFT

Aggregate

Busy Day

-0.127 **

-0.103 **

(0.017)

(0.021)

0.150 ***

Slow Analyst
Speed
-0.163 ***
(<.001)

0.072 *

0.163 ***

High News
Distraction

Low EDGAR

-0.004

-0.060

(0.938)

(0.184)

0.036

0.068 *

(0.004)

(0.052)

(<.001)

(0.259)

(0.075)

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

# Observations

566

679

597

679

642
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Table IA-3: HFTs and Long-term price efficiency with 30-day horizon
This table presents multivariate tests of price efficiency with versus without HFTs. The dependent variable is the cumulative
abnormal return (CAR ) for stock i from 2 days after earnings announcement day t to 30 days after. Low Attention is equal to one if
the earnings announcement falls into the low-attention category given the proxy being used, else zero; Aggregate reflects the
combined distribution of Friday, Busy Day, Slow Analyst Speed, High News Distraction, and Low EDGAR earnings
announcements. HFT is equal to one if there is high-frequency trading in the rest of the day following the earnings announcement,
else zero; HighUE is equal to one if the announcement has above-median unexpected earnings, else zero. Regressions also include
as controls market capitalization; firm size indicator variables; percentage bid-ask spread; number of analysts; earnings surprise
volatility over the prior four years and month and year indicators. All controls are also interacted with HighUE. Coefficients for
selected interactions of interest are reported in the table. Coefficients for the individual LowAttention, HighUE, and HFT variables
and their other interactions, intercept, controls, and interacted controls are not reported. P-values (reported below coefficient
estimates) are based on standard errors that are clustered by announcement day. *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%,
and 1% levels.

Dependent variable = Cumulative abnormal return (CAR) on post-earnings-announcement days t+2 to t+30
Low Attention proxy
Low Attention * HighUE

Aggregate
0.116 **
(0.032)

Low Attention * HighUE * HFT

Busy Day
0.045
(0.353)

Slow Analyst
Speed
0.12 **
(0.027)

High News
Distraction
0.085 *
(0.084)

Low EDGAR
0.117 **
(0.023)

-0.096 **

-0.072 *

-0.147 ***

-0.084 **

-0.085 *

(0.046)

(0.076)

(0.005)

(0.050)

(0.059)

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

# Observations

566

679

597

679

642

60

Table IA-4: HFTs and price efficiency under alternative high-frequency trading cutoffs

This table presents multivariate tests of price efficiency with versus without HFTs using two alternative
cutoff points. Panel A indentifies events with HFT trading if high-frequency trading exceeds 5% of
trading volume. Panel B indentifies events with HFT trading if HFTs trade within 2 hours from earnings
announcement time. The dependent variable is the cumulative abnormal return (CAR ) for stock i on
earnings announcement days t and t+1 in the first column and day t+2 to t+45 in the second column.
Low Attention is equal to one if the earnings announcement falls into the low-attention category under
the Aggregate measure, which reflects the combined distribution of Friday, Busy Day, Slow Analyst
Speed, High News Distraction, and Low EDGAR earnings announcements. HFT 5% is equal to one if
HFT trading exceeds 5% of trading volume after earnings announcment time for stock i on earnings
announcement day t , else zero; HFT 2hour is equal to one if HFTs trade within 2 hours from earnings
announcement time for stock i on earnings announcement day t, else zero; HighUE is equal to one if the
announcement has above-median unexpected earnings, else zero. Regressions also include as market
capitalization; firm size indicator variables; percentage bid-ask spread; number of analysts; earnings
surprise volatility over the prior four years and month and year indicators. All controls are also
interacted with HighUE. Coefficients for selected interactions of interest are reported in the table.
Coefficients for the individual LowAttention, HighUE, and HFT variables and their other interactions,
intercept, controls, and interacted controls are not reported. P-values (reported in parentheses below
coefficient estimates) are based on standard errors that are clustered by announcement day. *, **, and
*** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.
Panel A: HFTs trade more than 5% of the trading volume

Dependent variable
Low Attention * HighUE

CAR on
earnings announcement
days t to t+1
-0.091 **

0.170 ***

(0.038)

Low Attention * HighUE * HFT5%

CAR on
earnings announcement
days t+2 to t+45

(<.001)

0.104 **

-0.172 ***

(0.017)

(0.001)

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

# Observations

566

566

Panel B: HFTs trade within 2 hours after announcement time

Dependent variable
Low Attention * HighUE

CAR on
earnings announcement
days t to t+1
-0.048 *

0.080

(0.084)

Low Attention * HighUE * HFT2hour

CAR on
earnings announcement
days t+2 to t+45

(0.123)

0.059 **

-0.073 *

(0.026)

(0.095)

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

# Observations

566

566

61

Table IA-5: HFTs and price efficiency using alternative unexpected earnings measure
This table presents multivariate tests of price efficiency with versus without HFTs. The dependent
variable is the cumulative abnormal return (CAR ) for stock i on earnings announcement days t and t+1
in the first column and days t+2 to t+45 in the second column. Low Attention is equal to one if the
earnings announcement falls into the low-attention category under the Aggregate measure, which reflects
the combined distribution of Friday, Busy Day, Slow Analyst Speed, High News Distraction, and Low
EDGAR earnings announcements. HFT is equal to one if there is high-frequency trading in the rest of
the day following the earnings announcement, else zero; HighSUE is equal to one if the announcement
has above-median unexpected earnings, else zero. Regressions also include as controls market
capitalization; firm size indicator variables; percentage bid-ask spread; number of analysts; earnings
surprise volatility over the prior four years and month and year indicators. All controls are also interacted
with HighSUE. Coefficients for selected interactions of interest are reported in the table. Coefficients
for the individual LowAttention, HighSUE, and HFT variables and their other interactions, intercept,
controls, and interacted controls are not reported. P-values (reported in parentheses below coefficient
estimates) are based on standard errors that are clustered by announcement day. *, **, and *** denote
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.

Dependent variable
Low Attention * HighSUE

CAR on
earnings announcement
days t to t+1
-0.097 *
(0.052)

Low Attention * HighSUE * HFT

0.121 **

CAR on
earnings announcement
days t+2 to t+45
0.118 *
(0.064)

-0.152 ***

(0.012)

(0.009)

Controls (Interacted)

yes

yes

# Observations

568

568

62

